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Photography is one of the most used media since its invention by Louis Jacques
Mande Daguerre, in 1839, transforming the entire view of the world through its
unique pictorial syntax.
Photography's use has grown parallel with the development of its technology,
increasing its application to a wider range of the human activities, and therefore
producing important amounts of photographs that constitute valuable
documentation resources and a rich heritage.
However, the observation of deterioration of photographic objects has increased
awareness of the need for conservation and administration measures.
A specialty has evolved in the field of fine art conservation to serve the purpose of
preserving the photographic object, profiting from scientific research and practice
in the administration ofphotographic collections inmuseums, archives, libraries,
and institutions in general.
This quite recent new area of study has been making efforts to organize and
systematize this knowledge, answering importantquestions about the preservation
of photographs, and producing recommendations about their handling, storage,
display, and use.
A very important aspect of the development of this specialized field has been,
besides the understanding about how and why photographs deteriorate, the
development of a specialized language to adequately describe and communicate
this knowledge.
Such a language hasbeencreated, borrowing terms fromother scientificdisciplines
because of their relation to the described phenomenon. And special terms were
adopted to precisely describe orname aparticular aspect ofphotographic behavior.
The main importance of such a language is its ability to accurately communicate
and describe the deterioration manifestations of photographic objects, which
become more complex because of the many different photographic processes.
Each one of these processes has its own characteristics and complexity because of
its own physical components and the way they react to the varied conditions to
which they are exposed.
As a result of this, deterioration manifestations constitute an important and key
fact in the study and understanding of the
photographic object.
An appropriate description of the deterioration manifestations of photographic
objects isbasic to thedevelopmentofinterventionswith respect to theirpreservation.
There currently exists no standarized lexicon
for discribing the status of a
photograph,making anydescription difficult, unprecise,
and sometimes confusing
ill
to institutions and professionals.
Startingwith glossaries developed in daily registrarial and conservation practice,
consultingthePhotographicCollectionofthe InternationalMuseumofPhotography
at the GeorgeEastmanHouse, and benefitting from academic and scientific advice
from the Conservation Laboratory of the IMP and from the Image Permanence
Institute at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology, I have here created a lexicon in
which the concepts relative to photographic deterioration are represented by both
verbal andvisual descriptors, to serve not only as a didactic toolbut as a
standard.
The presentwork presents 68 technical terms of condition description as
used in




illustrations in three different viewpoints:
general view, close up, and
micrograph.
The efforts of many have led to
the cummulative knowledge of
photographic
deteriorationwhich forms the basis of this lexicon. It is
hoped that this will be, in
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The presence of deterioration manifestations in the photographic object has
increased interest in the need ofits proper handling and care. Based upon research
under controlled conditions and on daily registrarial and conservation practice, the
investigation ofdeterioration behavior has developed an organized knowledge that
answers questions with regard to the preservation of photographic materials.
Preventive measures as well as informed interventions to retard or to prevent
deterioration or to restore the objects to as close as possible their original
conditions, are necessary for the preservation ofphotographs. The development of
these by means of a working method results in great benefit to the collections.
The starting point for any intervention is the evaluation ofthe existing condition or
status ofa photographic artifact.An accurate and precise description of the visible
deterioration manifestations, as much as an understanding of their causes, is
fundamental.
A terminology has been developed for this purpose, though currently there are no
graphic representations to visually illustrate them and serve as a reference, or as
a standard.
Standardizing the terms and theirmeanings is fundamental to any discipline, and
this field ofphotographic preservation and archival practice has been in need of it.
Based upon existing descriptions, thiswork ismeant to organize and present such
terms in an illustratedway to serve as a didactic tool for the understanding of the
evidence of the photographic deterioration, as well as to establish a standard for
daily practice in registrarial, conservation, and management practice.
Deteriorationmanifestations might be present in different degrees and could also
be associated with various causes. This makes it necessary to isolate each
particular deterioration evidence, as a studymethod, for its better understanding,
and for identification in combined manifestation examples, as usually found in
daily practice.
While a well preserved photograph has evidence of a particular deterioration to a
slight degree, combined deterioration evidence is present in a photographic
object
in various forms, making the description of each
one necessary in the inspection.
This work presents the deterioration manifestation, visually described, as an




Consulting the collection of the International Museum of Photography as the
research resource, afirst selectionofpossible examplesofphotographic deterioration
was made with the following procedures:
a) based upon existing terms, and understanding the fact thatdeterioration
manifestations are often related to thephotographicprocess, the collection
was examined with respect to the different processes.
b) examples of each process were inspected, looking for deterioration
manifestations under the criteria of : slight, average, and severe signs of
deterioration.
c) photographswere taken, of the first selection, each a general view of the
object.
The resulting photographs were for themost part ofdaguerreotypes, ambrotypes,
tintypes, and cabinet cards. Other processeswere represented in smaller number.
While showing aparticulardeteriorationmanifestation, signs ofother deterioration
were also included,making illustrations ofaparticular deterioration imprecise and
confusing. Some deterioration characteristicswerenot represented in the selection
made.
Second Stage
To better clarify and isolate the particular deteriorationmanifestation, I decided to
make reproductions of the selected objects in three different views: general view,
showing the complete object; a close up, showing the aspect to be highlighted as
the descriptive term; and a micrograph.
Through this means terms are better illustrated and therefore deterioration
identification ismore easilymade. GrantRomer thenmade an important suggestion
to improve the desired purpose: inclusion of schematic representations of each
term under two different representation forms cross section and front view.
Written descriptors, together with schematic drawings, made the selection of the
photographic illustrations clearer, consideringnotonly thedegreeofthe
deterioration
to be shown but the subtleties of their differences.
Again, selected objects were photographed showing the whole object under a
general view, a close up ofthe specific deterioration
manifestation to be shown, and
a micrograph.
Third Stage
Preparation of a report on the work in the form of a thesis, which included
consideration of the following:
a) the importance of developing in a consistentway the practice ofwriting
a formal condition report of an inspected photograph.
b) precautions in the handling of a photograph during its examination.
c) the existing relationship between a
deterioration manifestation and its
causes, as well as the identification of the deterioration
characteristics:
physical, chemical, and biological.
d) the relationship between a particular
deterioration evidence and a
specific photographic process.
e) the inclusion of appendices presenting
condensed information for quick
reference, in daily practice, to the content of the
present work.
THE CONDITION REPORT OFA PHOTOGRAPH
Photographs, from their production, undergo multiple exposure to damage and
deteriorationresultantfromhandling, display,misuse, and theirnatural instability.
Photographers have been aware of the vulnerability ofphotographic artifacts, and
to diminish their exposure to rapid deterioration, they have developed different
protection systems.
The Daguerreotype inherited from the PortraitMiniature its
"cased"
presentation,
producingby thatmeans amicro environment to isolate the precious plate from air
contaminants and from oxidation, to protect the delicate imaging surface, and to
facilitate safe handling of the plate.
Other protection systems have included the use of secondary supports such as
mounts, glass protection, and frames --again, tomake handling and display easier
and to avoid damage to the fragile imaging substance.
Even though photographs are extremely vulnerable to the different conditions to
which they are exposed, their physical-chemical characteristics add complexity to
their behavior under particular environmental conditions. Silver ions are highly
mobile, making all photographic processes based on silver prone to deterioration.
Processes based on othermetallic salts tend to be chemicallymore stable, though
such photographs also suffer damage through careless human handling, poor
storage conditions, and inadequately protected display.
Multiple causes, isolated or related, produce an extremely complex phenomenon
that brings about deterioration of photographic objects.
The observation of deterioration manifestations, under controlled conditions of
research, has been fundamental to devising means of preserving this important
heritage.
Researchandobservationhave led to thedevelopmentofthe specialtyofphotographic
preservation, that devises and applies varied techniques to deter or to prevent the
deterioration of photographs.
The main objective of this specialty has been the stabilization of photographic
collections. This stabilization has been implemented through improvement of
conditions that benefit the collection as a whole, preventing further general
damage, as well as the avoidance of deterioration of specific types.
The implementation of these measures starts with the awareness of the need for
proper handling, and the need for identification of the particular characteristics of
a process and its deterioration manifestations, either present or potential.
This necessitates a major activitywhich constitutes
the key to other preservation
measures: the preparation of a condition report.
The condition report is the result ofan accurate, informed inspection ofthe present
characteristics and status of a photographic artifact. It is based on identification
ofthe photographic process, precise description of the existing deterioration signs,
and evaluation of the general status.
A condition report is a written source of information that is a "clinical
history"
of
an object, based upon knowledge and trained observation.
Different ways of producing this record have been developed by institutions and
caretakers, and in theirwork the need ofa standard terminology has been evident.
Descriptions of the deterioration signs have been developed as a result of research
and observation, allowing a clear identification and an efficient
communication in
the field among professionals.
The specialty demands a precise, scientific,
and standard form of communication
ofthe status ofthe examined artifact.The specialty also requires that anynecessary
intervention, based upon the condition ofa photograph, should be
documented in
a sequential history.
In the conservation field the need ofdocumenting any conservation intervention is
paramount, asmuchbecause ofthe importance ofthe object as
to serve fordidactic,
profesional, and ethical references, and tools.
Preparation of a condition report is no simple task. It
demands specialized
knowledge, an educated vision, and care. Understanding its
importance and why
it needs to be properly prepared is
fundamental to one's doing a good job.
A written format, either already existing or specially developed,
makes the task
easier. Existing formats from the
Conservation Laboratory of the International
Museum ofPhotography serve as goodmodels
for the design ofa condition report.
The following precautions should be
considered before examining the status
of an
artifact in the preparation of a condition
report:
Proper handling of the object, under
adequate illumination sources, and in a
clean
area; wearing cotton
gloves during handling; and using only
a pencil to make the
written descriptions. The use of tools or
equipment, such as
magnifiers or a
microscope, may be helpful
to the task.
DETERIORATION OF PHOTOGRAPHS
Photographs deteriorate not only because of their inherent complex components,
but also from mishandling, use, display, and storage.
The observation of the different deterioration signs and their causes has indicated
three major classes of deterioration: physical, chemical, and biological.
In a photograph, however, one might find the presence of combined deterioration
manifestations, associated with the same or different causes.
Photographicprocesses, because oftheirparticularcharacteristics, tend to develop
certain deterioration manifestations to a major or minor degree. This is why
understanding the complexity of a particular process is of great value to the
observation and evaluation of a photograph.
Physical deterioration is a damage caused to the structure of the object, resultant
from stress, mechanical forces acting against the object, often associated with
mishandling, orbecause of the fragile components of the artifactwhich are unable
towithstand heavy use.
Chemical deterioration is mainly resultant from poor processing or from the
complex multi-element characteristics of the object, prone to reaction under
adverse environmental conditions. This type ofdeterioration is also a consequence
of aging.
Biological deterioration is a damage produced by the presence ofmicro organisms,
insects, or rodentswhich attack the object, producing either chemical reactions or
physical damage.
The classification of deteriorationmanifestations in these three groups, however,
does not imply the exclusion of one characteristic in the presence of another. The
three types ofdeteriorationmight be present in a very complex interaction, which
makes each very difficult to distinguish.
For abetterunderstanding ofdeteriorations associatedwith
their causes the terms
to be presented are grouped according to these classifications: physical, chemical,
and biological.
For the general evaluation of the status of a photographic object the presence of
these deterioration types is related to the conservation state of the artifact in poor,
average, good, or excellent conditions.
DISTRIBUTION OF TERMS ACCORDING TO THEIR CHARACTERISTICS
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PREPARING A CONDITION REPORT
The preparation of the written record of the status of a photographic object
demands sharp observation and a background knowledge of deterioration
manifestations.
Generally, an accession number is provided for the object as it is included as part
of a collection. This is an inventory key that facilitates access to the object, and it
is usually the very first record to be made of the artifact.
Otherdata such as the origin, process identification, content of the image, and any
other references pertaining to the object are important. But the accession number
is the primary form of classification and access to the artifact.
Registrarial practice is often the area in an institution inwhich this first record is
produced, sometimes with extended information and sometimes just with the
accessionnumber, dependingupon institutionalprocedures and the formofaccess
to the referred information.
Based upon this first record, the preparation ofa condition report shouldverify the
given information and produce an exhaustive record about the status of the
photograph.
Prelirninary information given by the registrar's office should be firstwritten down
in the condition report. Such is the title, if known, identification of the content,
photographer's name, dates, dimensions, process, and, ifexisting, inscriptions on
the object.
Particular aspects, such as presentation forms, unusual elements, or any other
peculiar aspect of the artifact, should also be noted.
Process identification is a complex task that requires experience and knowledge.
The use of a microscope, when necessary, is recommended.
This first part of the condition report dealsmainlywith the description and proper
identification of the object. This is followed by the results from an accurate
examination of the object's deterioration.
The condition report contains a spacewherein the deterioration
manifestations on
the photographic object may be mapped.
This map area is divided
into four
quadrants to facilitate an orderly inspection and recording
of the deterioration.
These quadrants are labeled: top left (TL), top right (TR),
bottom left (BL), bottom
right (BR).
Properly handled, the object should be carefully
examined under different
illumination sources,andwith thehelpofmagnifiers and amicroscope,
ifnecessary.
The presence of deterioration manifestations should be
transcribed with a pencil
to the corresponding place in the
appropriate quadrant. Numbering deterioration
8
manifestations helps to identify them on the object and as referred to in the
condition report.
The deteriorationmanifestation isdescribed on the lines to ttie side ofthemap area,
and it isherewhere the lexiconmayprove especiallyuseful.An accuratedescription
notonly refers todescribing thedeteriorationmanifestations in the condition report
but also to describing them in precise and appropriate words. Use of technical
terms result in the standardizationofdescription, achievingaprecisecommunication
ofwhat is being observed.
Once all visible deterioration manifestations are transcribed to the condition
report, it is wise to double check them to avoid mistakes such as information
duplication or omitted manifestations.
In the
"observations"
partofthe report anyadditional informationmaybe recorded,
such as evidence of previous treatment, handling , or display.
Finally, technical references such as illumination or equipment sources used,
productionofphotographic records, etc. , will complete the document.The condition
report should always be signed and dated.
A file containing all records of an object produced by the registrar, the condition
report, or a treatment report are of great value and should be given importance.
Condition reports can be produced asmany times as necessary, from prelirninary
evaluation ofan object, to any time the artifact is submitted to ause or intervention
such as conservation intervention, treatments, display, loan, etc.
As important as the object in itself, the existence of these records are important
instructional, educational, and profesional evidence to serve many purposes.
CONDITION REPORT













































PART 2. Illustrated Lexicon of Technical Terms Used in The
Condition Report of a Photograph.
INTRODUCTION
For a better understanding of the photographic object I will refer to it as a
multi
element object, structured in different ways with varied kinds of materials, of
organic and inorganic components.




Veryoften the number and characteristics of
the layers ofaphotograph become self
explanatory of a
photographic process.
The simplest photographic structure is that of one layer, in which
the imaging
substance is evenly embedded, which
must be carefully inspected in
order to
determine whether other elements might also be present.








Photographs of two layers or levels are
formed by a support and a
binder. Binders
are orgaic substances that evenly
suspend the light sensitive
materials and
thereby adhere them to the
surface of the support The
most
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halides, metallic salts, and dyes.




the use of a bmder produces a two
layer object cteta*^_d__
levelmwrnchcasewewmconsidertheobjecttobe^
type. Such is the case of the






















Three layer photographs incorporate a baryta
layer on top of the support,
to add
brilliance and smoothness to its surface. On top
of this the binder is deposited,
which contains the imaging substance.
The baryta layer can be of
calcium
carbonate or titanium dioxide in modern
prints. Baryta layers can be found
m
coUodion and gelatin POP and DOP papers:
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An object will also be considered a three element onewhere there is the presence
of other substances such as transparent or pigmented varnishes. Each new
element adds a degree ofcomplexity to the object andmust therefore be considered
as an important part of it. Protection varnishes, commonly used in tintypes,








A secondary support to
which a photograph has been originally
attached also
constitutes an element to be considered in
its general structure.
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More layers made of plastic coatings that encapsulate the paper support of an
image, transparent or pigmented varnishes, protective coatings, and secondary
supports










it's support actually consists in
a copper surface on top ofwhich
a thinflayerof
metallicSilver has been deposited or rolled, producing one metallic
support m
which the imaging substance







Anapproach toabetterunderstandingofthephysical characteristics of photographic
objects is dividing them into twomajorgroups , basedupon support characteristics :
flexible or rigid. This two groupings divide objects into soft and hard photography.
Examples ofhard photography are those havingmetal, glass, enamel, stone, and
iron as support materials, while soft photographs are those having flexible
materials such as paper, cloth, and plastics.
In terms of the final construction of an object, even though its primary structure
belongs to a two or a three level object, it will be considered as an object with
"x"
number of levels. In the Daguerreotype, Ambrotype, Tintype, and paper prints,
elements suchas coveringglass, protectionvarnishes, darkening cloths, preservers,
matts, adhesive layers, and secondary supports are to be considered also as
structure levels in a particular object.
17
Another very important concept to the understanding of thiswork is the view from
which anobject is inspected.Threeview or inspection angles are used: crossection,
front, and oblique.









Two different illumination sourceswill also be used, direct
and ranking light.These
are very important aspects
to the condition description, as is the use of
special
viewing tools such as
magnifiers and microscopes.
Handling of a photographic object is
an important aspect of its inspection and
shouldbe taken into carefulconsideration.Theuseof
cottongloves, themanipulation
of the photograph over a clean surface, aswell as having
propermurnination and
tools, are all basic to the successful
inspection of an object.
An educated eye to make the proper judgements,
based upon information and
experience,will guarantee an
accurate description ofthe condition
ofaphotograph
and will provide the very important
basis for any other
further consideration.
This iswhy the development
of an appropriate
inspection process and procedure,
togetherwith adequate terminology for describing
its findings.is necessary to the





Vehicle or substance (albumen, collodion, gelatine) where the
light-
sensitive materials (silver halides, metallic salts, dyes) are evenly
suspended.
ENCLOSURE
Anything that a photograph goes into to give it protection.
FRAME
Enhancing edge encasement of a photograph or print for
purposes of
display. Protection from physical damage or atmospheric invasion of the
edge of the materials used to intimately protect a photograph. Most
commonly wood or metal.
HOUSING
Protective enclosures created to preserve photographs, such as cases,
frames, boxes, sleeves, envelopes.
IMAGING SUBSTANCE
Material which forms the image tonalities in the final
photographic
product, such as silver, pigments,
metallic salts, dyes.
INTERLEAVING (TISSUE GUARD)
Protective sheet of paper or plastic inserted
between the surface of a




material and thickness employed
to decoratively
frame and protect a photographic object by separating
its surface from
contact with another surfaces,




photographs are affixed. Used to give
added
strength and protection to
photographs.
SUPPORT
A material used to carry and
give strength to
photographic imaging
substances and binders, such as the glass
employed in thewet collodion
process. Most commonmaterials
employed in photography as
supports





ABRASION (SCORE, SCRAPE, SCRATCH, SCUFF)
A rubbing away, wearing, or grindingby friction on the binder, emulsion,
or support.
ACCRETION (RESIDUE)
External accumulation. An extraneous addition,
both in recto and verso
of the artifact, such as grime, tapes, labels, adhesives,
etc.
20
BIOLOGICAL DETERIORATION (MOLD GROWTH, FUNGUS, INSECT
DROPPINGS, FOXING)
Visible flaw produced by living organisms: mold, insects, rodents.
~^^~
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BLEMISH (FAULT, FLAW, SPOT, STAIN)






Enclosed rounded swelling on a surface. Bubble of air where one layer
has separated fromanotherthroughdefectiveprocessing, stress, structural
flaw, or chemical deterioration.
BREAK (CRACK, FISSURE, FRACTURE)
Splittingapartor sharp separationofemulsions,
varnish layers, supports,
and housings through chemical deterioration or physical stress.
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BRITTLE (FRIABLE)
Easily broken or cracked, having hardness but little tensile strength.
BUCKLING (COCKLING, CURLING) (BEND, SHRINKAGE, WARP)
Distortion of a flat surface. Loss of flatness.
BURN








Loss of a small fragment separated by chopping, cutting, or breaking.
1 I <; vr
COCKLING (OUT OF PLANE, WARPED)
Wrinkles in emulsions, supports, ormounts




Unwanted change ofimaging substance color fromonehue orvalue (tone)
to another.
CORROSION (OXTOATION, RUST, ETCHING)
The chemical attack of a surface ormaterial, usuallymetal, resulting
in




Pattern of minute surface cracks on varnishes, emulsions, subbing
layers, and painted surfaces.
CRIZZLING
Basic defect of glass producing a
network of small cracks and
the




Curved, undulated, or spiral shape.
DAMAGE (DETERIORATION)
Injury or harm, that impairs appearance, value, or usefulness.
DEBRIS (RESIDUE, DEPOSIT)
Accumulation of loose fragments of anything broken.
28
DELAMINATION (EXFOLIATION, FLAKING, FRILLING)
Separation into constituent layers.
....
*. ''-;' : ,








Depression on a surface as from a blow or pressure.
29
DENSITY ACCRUAL
The development of unwanted density or stain through deterioration,
impairing original image quality.
DEPOSIT (DEBRIS, RESIDUE)




Gradual degeneration , decline, or impairment in quality.
DISCOLORATION (STAIN)
Loss or change in color (staining, fading). Change ofhue or appearance.
<
DISTORTION (BEND, CURLING, SHRINKAGE, WARP)
31
FOLD (CREASE)
A bend ofmaterial upon itself.
FOXING
Small paper stains, with blotchy, reddish brown
patches. Often on
secondary supports,





Rupture through the entire thickness ofmaterial.
FRIABLE (FRAGILE) (BRITTLE)
Easily crumbled/pulverized or reduced to
powder or pieces.
FRILLING (DELAMINATION, EXFOLIATION, FLAKING)
Ruffled edge. Wrinkling or loosening of emulsion or
binder at edges.
33
FUNGUS (BIOLOGICAL DETERIORATION, MOLD)
Any of numerous thallophytes comprising mushrooms, mold, mildew,
rusts, smuts, etc., characterized chiefly by absence of chloropyl and
subsisting upon dead or living organic matter.
GLAZING
Formation of a shiny
surface quality on
prints or negatives through
contactwith other very
smoothmaterials, like plastic. Often
because of
high humidity and
pressure. A common problemwith slides,
negatives,




Severe injury ofsurface inwhichmaterial is removed or grossly distorted
by a sharp edge or instrument.
HOLE (LACUNAE, LOSS, PUNCTURE)
An opening through a




Depression on a surface produced by striking or pressing in.
LACUNAE (HOLE, LOSS, PUNCTURE)
Gap. Missing part. Blank space. An area ofmissing material.
MIRRORING (SULPHIDING) (MIRRORING OUT, SILVERING OUT, SILVER
MIRRORING, SULPHIDING)
A reflective metallic veil which develops on maximum density areas of
silver based images. Image silver is converted to an ionic form, and
migrates to a boundary layer, or surface, where it is reduced back to
metallic silver.
36
MOLD GROWTH (FUNGUS, BIOLOGICAL DETERIORATION)
Areas of biological material growth developed through poor storage.
MOLDY




OUT OF PLANE (COCKLING)
Distortion of something which is intended to be flat.
OXTOATION (BLEMISH, CORROSION, REDDOX, RUST, TARNISH)
Often used as a generic term to describe a variety of problems resulting
from an oxidation or reduction reaction, such as rust, corrosion,
tarnish.
Oxidation and reduction are chemical terms applied to
changes in the




Cavity of air or liquid between surface of a photograph or mount.
PUNCTURE (DIG, GOUGE)
Minute depression or perforation caused by pointed object.
39
REDDOX BLEMISH (RED SPOTS)
Small, circular, reddish-brown areas of density loss. Usually nucleated




Elevation, prominence, distinctness, irregularity.
RESIDUE (ACCRETION, DEBRIS, DEPOSIT)
Remaining amount of





Network pattern or corrugation of surface produced accidentally or
intentionally.
RIP (TEAR)
Area broken or cut in a rough manner.
41
RUB
Area that has had a mar from friction.
RUST (BLEMISH, CORROSION, OXIDATION, REDDOX, TARNISH)
Term usually applied to the reddish coating
formed on iron through




Line, notch, or incision made with a sharp object.
SCRAPE
Damage caused by a stroke of an edged instrument or
object pushed
firmly or across. A degree more severe than scuff.
SCUFF
Aworn area or rough spot.
43
SCRATCH (ABRASION, SCRAPE)
A linearmark or marks caused by the abrasion on a surface.
SEPARATION PATTERN (COHESION FIGURES)
Branchlike pattern formed by the separation of two closely adhered
transparent surfaces.
SHRINKAGE (BEND, DAMAGE, DISTORTION, WARP)
Lessening in size. Contraction.
44
SPOT (BLEMISH)
Disfiguringmark on a surface, substance, or bodymade by a deposit of
foreignmatter. It differs clearly in colors from the surrounding surface.
Small and usually rounding, differing in color, texture, character, etc.
&
STAIN (DISCOLORATION)
Discoloration, local or overall, by some deterioration resulting from




Damage due to pressure strain. Distortions caused by pulling and
stretchening.
STRIATION
Apatternofstress damage or flowmarksusuallyparalell in arrangement.
46
TARNISH
An obscuring film formed on metals resulting from a variety of chemical
reactions. Most commonly seen on Daguerreotypes and silver imaging
materials.
TEAR (RIP)
Area that has been pulled apart by stress of force.
47
TIDE MARK
A linear stain or deposit representing the edge of an either currently
existing of former liquid presence.
WARPING (BEND, CURLING, DAMAGE, DISTORTION, SHRINKAGE)









or hard use, friction, or exposure to
elements.
YELLOWING





LIST OF TECHNICAL TERMS
TERM OTHER DESCRIPTOR OTHER DESCRIPTOR OTHER DESCRIPTOR OTHER DESCRIPTOR OTHER DESCRIPTOR
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SCORE Line, notch or incision made with a sharp object
SCRAPE Damage caused by a stroke of an edged instrument or object pushed firmly or across.
ABRASION SCRATCH A linear mark or marks caused by the abrasion on a surface
SCUFF A worn area or rough spot.
DEPOSIT Matter deposited or precipitated on a surface or within a housing.
ACCRETION External accumulation. An extraneous addition, both in recto and verso of the artifact, such as grime,
tapes, labels, adhesives, etc.
RESIDUE Remaining amount ofmatter after evaporation, combustion or other process.
DEBRIS Accumulation of loose fragments of anything broken.
FUNGUS Any of numerous thallopytes comprising mushrooms, mold, mildew, rusts, smuts, etc., characterized chiefly
by the absence of chloropyl and subsisting upon dead or living organic matter.
MOLD GROWTH Areas of biological material growth developed through poor storage.
310. DETERIORATION Visible flaw produced by living organisms: mold, insects, rodents.




BLEMISH A visible deficiency, fault or imperfection.
SPOT Desfiguring mark on a surface, substance or body made by a deposit of foreign matter that penetrates into or acts
Dhemically when reactioning with another material.
STAIN Discoloration, local or overall, by some deterioration resulting from foreign matter that penetrates into or acts
chemically when reactioning with another material.
BLISTER BUBBLE Enclosed rounded swelling on a surface. Bubble of airwhere one layer has separated from another
through defective processing, stress, structural flaw or chemical deterioration.
POCKET Cavity of air or liquid between surface the surface of a photograph or mount.
CRACK Splitting apart of sharp separation of emulsions, varnish layers, supports and housings through chemical
BREAK FISSURE deterioration or physical stress.
FRACTURE Rupture through the entire thickness of material.
BRITTLE FRIABLE Easily crumbled/pulverized or reduced to powder or pieces.
FRAGILE Easily broken or cracked, having hardness but little tensile strenght.
BURN Damage due to heat, fire or chemical damage resembling chemical deterioration.
BURNISHING To make a surface smooth and reflective by rubing.
CHIPPED Loss of a small fragment separated by chopping, cuting or breaking.
COLOR SHIFT Unwanted change of imaging substance color from one hue or value to another.
CRAZE Pattern of minute surface cracks on varnishes, emulsions, subbing layers and painted surfaces.
CRIZZLING 3asic defect of glass producing a network of small cracks and the formation of humidity on the outer or
inner surface.
DAMAGE DETERIORATION Injury or harm, that impairs appearance, value, usefulness.
EXFOLIANTION Separation into constituent layers.
DELAMINATION FLAKING
FRILLING Ruffled edge. Wrinkling or loosening of emulsion or binder at edges.
DENT EMBOSSED Depresion on a surface as from a blow or pressure.
INDENT Depresion on a surface produced by striking or pressing in.
DENSITY ACCRUAL The development of unwanted density or stain through deterioration, imparing
original image quality.
DISCOLORATION Loss or change of color ( staining, fading ). Change of hue or
appearance.
STAIN Discoloration local or overall, by some deterioration resulting from foreign matter that penetrates into or acts
bhemicallywhen reactioning with another
material.
BUCKLING Distortion of a flat surface. Loss of flatness.
BEND
COCKLING Wrinkles in emulsions, supports or mounts produced by contraction or swelling.
DISTORTION CURLING Curved, ondulated or spiral shape.
SHRINKAGE Lessening in size. Contraction. Reduction of
surface.
OUT OF PLANE Distortion of something which is intended to be
flat.
WARP Twisting or bending out of shape of a flat plane by
contraction or expansion.
FOLD CREASE A bend of material upon itself.
FOXING Small paper stains with
blotchy-reddish brown patches. Often on secondary supports, though sometimes on the




jidbiio. unen aue io nign humidity and pressure. A common problem with slides, negatives and framed
shotographs in contact with glass.
GOUGE DIG Severe injury of surface in which material is removed or grossly distorted by a sharp edge instrument
PUNCTURE Minute depression or perforation caused by a pointed object
HOLE An opening through a solid body or mass
LACUNAE Gap. Missing part. Blank space. An area ofmissing material.
LOSS
SULPHIDING A reflective metallic veil which developes on maximum density areas of silver based images. Image silver is
MIRRORING MIRRORING OUT converted to an ionic form, and migrates to a boundary layer
SILVERING OUT
SILVER MIRRORING
CORROSION The chemical attack of a surface ofmaterial, usually metal, resulting in roghening, staining, and physical
weakening.
OXIDATION Often used as a generic term to describe a variety of problems resulting from an oxidation, reduction
reaction, such as rust, corrosion, tamish. Oxidation and reduction are chemical terms applied to changes in the
electrical charge of an element in the course of a chemical reaction.
ETCHING
RUST Term usually applied to the reddish coating formed on iron through oxidation. Most common in ferrotypes.
TARNISH An obscuring film formed on metals resulting from a variety of chemical reactions. Most commonly seen on
Daguerrotypes and silver imaging materials.
REDDOX BLEMISH RED SPOTS Small circular reddish-brown areas of density loss. Ussually nucleated rings. Commonly found in microfilms. Resuf
of oxidation reduction reactions.
RELIEF Elevation, prominence, distinctness, irregularity.
RETICULATION ALLIGATORING Network pattern of corrugation of surface produced accidentally or intentionally.
RIP Area broken or cut in a rough manner.
TEAR Area that has been pull appart by stress or force.
RUB Area that has had a mar from friction.
SEPARATION PATTER COHESION FIGURES Branchlike pattern formed by the separation of two closely adhered transparent surfaces.
STRESSED PULL Damage due to pressure strain. Distortions caused by pulling and stretchening.
STRIATION A pattern of stress damage or flow marks usually paralell in arrangement.
TIDE MARK A linear stain or deposit representing the edge of either currently existing or former liquid presence.
WEAKEN Reduction of intensity of an image or physical strenght of support.
WEAR Deterioration or consumption by gradual use. To efface or erode by long or hard use, friction
or exposure to elements.
YELLOWING Yellow discoloration of any or all parts of a photograph.
124
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DISTRIBUTION OF DETERIORATION MANIFESTATIONS ON THE DIFFERENT PROCESSES.
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EXFOLIANTiON Separation into constituent layers
FRILLING Ruffled edge Wrinkling or loosening of emulsion or binder at edges
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in see Contraction. Reduction ot surface
Distortion of something which is intended to be Bet
Twisting or bending out of shape of a flat plane by contraction or expansion
\ bend of matenai upon itself
The development of unwanted density or stain through deterioration, imparing original image quality
Small paper stains, with blotchy-reddish brown patches Often on secondary supports, though sometimes on the
Jhotographic prints as well
-ormalion of a shiny surlace guality on prints or negatives through contact with other very smooth matenals, like
.
elastic. Often due to high humidity and pressure. A common problem with slides, negatives and framed
Photographs in contactwith glass
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\n opening through a solid bodyor mass.
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SILVERING OUT
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CORROSION The chemical attack of a surface of material, usually metal, resulting tn roghening. staining, and physical
Dften used as a generic term to describe a variety of problems resulting from an oxidation, reduction
eacuon. such as rust, tarnish Oxidation and reduction are chemical terms applied to changes in the
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Term usually applied to the reddish coating formed on iron through coddaton Most cornmon in ferrotypes
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Vea that has had a mar from friction
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Damage due to pressure strain. Distortions caused by pulling and stretchening
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\ linear stain or deposit representing the edge of either airrentty existing or former liquid presence
Reduction of intensity of an image or physical strenght of support
Deterioration or consumption bygradual use. To efface or erode by long or hard use, friction
x exposure to elements
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